
or social structures, or anything thator social structures, or anything that

diminishes individuality, agency and differ-diminishes individuality, agency and differ-

ence. It is as if a picture restorer were toence. It is as if a picture restorer were to

say, ‘Well, you realise that thesay, ‘Well, you realise that the Mona LisaMona Lisa isis

really just paint’; which is true in a sense,really just paint’; which is true in a sense,

but misses the point about looking atbut misses the point about looking at

pictures generally.pictures generally.

So I was not minded to like this bookSo I was not minded to like this book

on first sight. But Professor Paul Gilbert is aon first sight. But Professor Paul Gilbert is a

serious player in the field of the study ofserious player in the field of the study of

affective experience and regulation, both asaffective experience and regulation, both as

a clinician and a researcher; and if he saysa clinician and a researcher; and if he says

that compassion is worth empirical study,that compassion is worth empirical study,

in terms of understanding behaviour andin terms of understanding behaviour and

developing effective treatments, then itdeveloping effective treatments, then it

probably is. By the end of the book, Iprobably is. By the end of the book, I

found myself in agreement: compassion is afound myself in agreement: compassion is a

human experience that is of immensehuman experience that is of immense

relevance to psychiatrists and psychologicalrelevance to psychiatrists and psychological

therapists, especially at a time when psy-therapists, especially at a time when psy-

chiatry is under pressure to prevent patientschiatry is under pressure to prevent patients

from being violent. My work with patientsfrom being violent. My work with patients

has taught me that most violence beginshas taught me that most violence begins

with the capacity for cruelty, both to thewith the capacity for cruelty, both to the

self and others; and I was fascinated to findself and others; and I was fascinated to find

comprehensive theoretical accounts of thecomprehensive theoretical accounts of the

concept of both compassion and cruelty inconcept of both compassion and cruelty in

this book.this book.

The conceptual part of the book drawsThe conceptual part of the book draws

on a wide variety of paradigms: evolution-on a wide variety of paradigms: evolution-

ary psychology, attachment theory, socialary psychology, attachment theory, social

learning and Buddhism. The second half oflearning and Buddhism. The second half of

the book describes compassion as ‘care-the book describes compassion as ‘care-

giving mentality’, and as an essential forgiving mentality’, and as an essential for

therapy and therapists. Again, to begintherapy and therapists. Again, to begin

with, I was sceptical: surely compassion iswith, I was sceptical: surely compassion is

something that is essential for everyone, notsomething that is essential for everyone, not

just for therapists. Further, I think thatjust for therapists. Further, I think that

there is a danger of conflating compassion,there is a danger of conflating compassion,

empathy and sympathy, and of presentingempathy and sympathy, and of presenting

the therapeutic encounter as being a warmthe therapeutic encounter as being a warm

and pleasurable experience. As with anyand pleasurable experience. As with any

form of psychological development, oneform of psychological development, one

hopes that overall the therapy experiencehopes that overall the therapy experience

will ultimately be seen as being positive andwill ultimately be seen as being positive and

rich, but often the process will involve realrich, but often the process will involve real

pain, anger, hatred and cruelty in thepain, anger, hatred and cruelty in the

therapeutic space between the participants.therapeutic space between the participants.

It is the negative aspects of the patient thatIt is the negative aspects of the patient that

the therapist must have compassion for,the therapist must have compassion for,

which in turn means compassion for his orwhich in turn means compassion for his or

her own anger, cruelty and pain.her own anger, cruelty and pain.

Professor Gilbert and his co-authorsProfessor Gilbert and his co-authors

describe this issue well, and by the end ofdescribe this issue well, and by the end of

the book I was convinced that a lack ofthe book I was convinced that a lack of

compassion for the self is an importantcompassion for the self is an important

aspect of conditions such as chronic depres-aspect of conditions such as chronic depres-

sion and post-traumatic stress disorder, andsion and post-traumatic stress disorder, and

of destructive behaviours such as repeatedof destructive behaviours such as repeated

self-harm. A nice chapter by Lee describesself-harm. A nice chapter by Lee describes

the effectiveness of identifying a cruelthe effectiveness of identifying a cruel

aspect of the self, and, interestingly, theaspect of the self, and, interestingly, the

lack of effectiveness of standard cognitivelack of effectiveness of standard cognitive

therapy for people who lack compassiontherapy for people who lack compassion

for themselves. I also enjoyed a chapter byfor themselves. I also enjoyed a chapter by

Bates about compassion in group therapy,Bates about compassion in group therapy,

not least because it rang so true for me andnot least because it rang so true for me and

my experience of working with forensicmy experience of working with forensic

patients in groups.patients in groups.

I came away from the book wanting toI came away from the book wanting to

recommend it to colleagues, especiallyrecommend it to colleagues, especially

those working with violent patients or withthose working with violent patients or with

patients who self-harm or are cruel to theirpatients who self-harm or are cruel to their

bodies in some way. It is a compassionatebodies in some way. It is a compassionate

book, written in a warm and accessiblebook, written in a warm and accessible

style, and I am more convinced now thatstyle, and I am more convinced now that

understanding the good parts of our natureunderstanding the good parts of our nature

is essential for managing the less goodis essential for managing the less good

parts. I hope Professor Gilbert and hisparts. I hope Professor Gilbert and his

colleagues will write more about the virtuescolleagues will write more about the virtues

in future.in future.

Gwen AdsheadGwen Adshead Broadmoor Hospital,Broadmoor Hospital,
Crowthorne RG45 7EG,UK. E-mail:Crowthorne RG45 7EG,UK. E-mail:
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Needs assessment has become an impera-Needs assessment has become an impera-

tive for commissioning authorities intive for commissioning authorities in

healthcare systems as a way of ensuringhealthcare systems as a way of ensuring

that informed judgements are made onthat informed judgements are made on

providing appropriate healthcare for localproviding appropriate healthcare for local

populations. The Camberwell Assement ofpopulations. The Camberwell Assement of

Need for the Elderly (the CANE) wasNeed for the Elderly (the CANE) was

developed as a tool to assess the needs ofdeveloped as a tool to assess the needs of

older people, especially those with mentalolder people, especially those with mental

health problems.health problems.

This is a multi-author volume describ-This is a multi-author volume describ-

ing the development and use of the CANEing the development and use of the CANE

in different settings. Surprisingly, parts ofin different settings. Surprisingly, parts of

the book are highly readable, I suspectthe book are highly readable, I suspect

because of the choice of authors. It beginsbecause of the choice of authors. It begins

with a pithy foreword in which Professorwith a pithy foreword in which Professor

Grimley Evans gives some of the back-Grimley Evans gives some of the back-

ground to the development of needs assess-ground to the development of needs assess-

ment tools and aims some barbedment tools and aims some barbed

comments at the politicians who run thecomments at the politicians who run the

National Health Service.National Health Service.

As I read the book I realised that needsAs I read the book I realised that needs

assessment has become part of commonassessment has become part of common

medical terminology but previously I hadmedical terminology but previously I had

not fully understood the concept. Thenot fully understood the concept. The

editors provide a helpful introduction ineditors provide a helpful introduction in

which they describe the principles of needswhich they describe the principles of needs

assessment and how definitions have chan-assessment and how definitions have chan-

ged. There are chapters on the validation ofged. There are chapters on the validation of

the CANE in different settings and inter-the CANE in different settings and inter-

esting asides, for instance explaining theesting asides, for instance explaining the

funding of the German healthcare system.funding of the German healthcare system.

The CANE itself is available in longThe CANE itself is available in long

and short forms and needs are determinedand short forms and needs are determined

in a variety of domains by patients, carersin a variety of domains by patients, carers

and professional. It is aimed at multi-and professional. It is aimed at multi-

disciplinary assessment. When I gave thedisciplinary assessment. When I gave the

staff in my day hospital a copy they werestaff in my day hospital a copy they were

not over-impressed by it, although they didnot over-impressed by it, although they did

only use it on a few patients and theonly use it on a few patients and the

concept of needs assessment is a new oneconcept of needs assessment is a new one

for them as well. What did strike me wasfor them as well. What did strike me was

that the CANE is an ideal way to determinethat the CANE is an ideal way to determine

needs in order either to develop services orneeds in order either to develop services or

to defend already existing services.to defend already existing services.

So should you buy this book? Well, itSo should you buy this book? Well, it

depends on who you are. I would suggestdepends on who you are. I would suggest

that it’s a book that all departments of oldthat it’s a book that all departments of old

age psychiatry should have and that clinicalage psychiatry should have and that clinical

directors and managers of old age servicesdirectors and managers of old age services

should have access to. Although mostshould have access to. Although most

clinicians who pick it up are unlikely toclinicians who pick it up are unlikely to

read it all the way through, the discussionread it all the way through, the discussion

of needs assessment in itself make purchaseof needs assessment in itself make purchase

justifiable and once one gets beyond thejustifiable and once one gets beyond the

bland (although necessary) statistics there isbland (although necessary) statistics there is

enough stimulating material to make it aenough stimulating material to make it a

worthwhile read.worthwhile read.
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